
 WS2 - The Ferret - Wetness Sensing Signal Station 

Features 
Wetness Sensor will signal existing AquaTrip Control Unit to shut off water once wetness is detected.  
Actual wetness sensing probe is mounted on 1.5m fly lead for more precise positioning  
Ferrets main module may be mounted up to 20m from Control Unit location (dependent on conditions). 
Easy Test procedure allows user to check system function and battery level at anytime. 
Ferret is powered by readily available long life AA Alkaline batteries (supplied).  
Easy to use  -  only one Control Button for all operations 
Low Battery Warning Alarm sounds buzzer and shuts off water when battery is low 
Battery power level can be checked anytime by pressing Control Button 
Alarm sounds on Control Panel if radio link to Wetness Sensor is lost 
Ferrets main module supplied with wall mount bracket system for secure positioning. 
AquaTrip Control Unit will respond to signal from Sensor within 60 seconds. 
Up to ten Ferrets can be added to an existing appropriate AquaTrip Control Unit 

Accessory Port allows optional extra Wetness Sensing Rope to be added, to extend sensing capacity. 

The Ferret is a wireless Wetness Sensing Signal Station. It is designed to detect wetness that would be caused by a 
leak or other plumbing failure, and then send a coded radio signal to the main AquaTrip Control Unit to turn off the 
water supply to minimise the water loss and potential subsequent property damage.  

The actual Sensor is on a 1.5m cable, connected to the main Control Box, allowing the Sensor to be placed 
underneath an appliance or in places where access is difficult. It also has an accessory input port which allows it to 
be connected to optional additional Sensors or optional wetness sensing rope sections, allowing for larger areas to 
be monitored for wetness. (see optional accessories below) 

The Ferret can only be used with model number AT301, AT401R and AT501R AquaTrip Leak Detection systems. It 
cannot operate on its own. 

Up to ten Ferrets can be added to an appropriate existing Aquatrip Leak Detection system. They can be placed in 
areas where wetness is more likely to occur, or where it is important to detect wetness as soon as possible after it 
appears.  

It is powered by two readily available AA long life alkaline batteries, so needs no electrical connection. The Ferret 
just needs to be wirelessly paired with the main Aquatrip Control Unit and once paired they will remain linked.  

If wetness is detected, the Ferret will signal the AquaTrip Control Unit to shut off the water within a 120 second 
period, and will also sound an alarm which will continue until the system is reset. If the batteries run low it will also 
shut off the water and sound an alarm to warn the user that the batteries need replacing.  
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